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Hungry industrial buyers with hefty budgets will exceed their own projections -. . in some. cases 
significantly- as they capitalize on rising returns that outpaced all other CRE asset classes from January 
to June. Acquisitions momentum, propelled by declining vacancy rates and rental increases, stimulates 
cap rate compression into the high-5%- to 6%-range for core assets. 

Liberty Property Trust's planned $1.5B+ of buys shatters a previous $lOOM to $200M forecast. 
Industrial Income Trust has acquired for $540M- roughly 20% more than expected for the entire year. 
Other buyers poised to pick up the pace include Duke Realty, close to $400M, but could top $500M. Tbe 
Blackstone Group, with nearly $250M ofyear-to-date acquisitions, is expected to reach $500M .. Cabot· 
Properties rolls out a fourth fund and expects to book $300M of buys by December. Hillwood, with 
$55M of buys, wants to do $350M+ of deals by December. Rexford Industrial Realty will leverage its 
$225M IPO for Southern California buys. Clarion Partners has an estimated $1 B deal target, while 
Bentall Kennedy aims for $500M by December. 

Buyers will ramp up deal volume with acquisitions in Houston, Phoenix, northern New Jersey, central 
Pennsylvania, Southern California and South Florida. Although increased development plans and 
lukewarm GDP growth threatens to dampen enthusiasm, acquisitions plans won't be stifled. 

Look for Cabot Properties' to acquire another $200M beyond approximately $100MofYTD acquisitions · 
in the Class A and Class B bulk warehouse/distribution to light industrial segments, including vacant 
buildings. Deals will be made for the recently introduced Cabot Industrial Value Fund IVtl).at could 
acquire $1.5B of industrial through August 2017, from a targeted $600M to $700M equity .raise. Don't be 
surprised to see an increase of build-to-suits and speculative development from the company that plans to 
use at least 80% of its fund for U.S. activity. 

Hillwood Investment Properties and its Hillwood-Brookfield Industrial Partners N should enter new 
markets and expand existing footprints for light-to-bulk industrial buildings ranging from 100,000 s.f. to 1 
million s.f.. Miami and Houston are targeted for initial entries, and the company also scours familiar 
primary markets Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Indianapolis, Memphis, Phoenix, Pennsylvania and Southern 
California. It has purchased 1.3 million s.f. of space since January and aims for another $350M-plus of 
acquisitions, plus more cash for development. During 2014 the investor will seek $400M of acquisitions 
and likely $100M of development for its core andjointventure platforms that include the Hillwood
Brookfield Industrial Partners. 

Newly public Rexford Industrial Realty will tap a combined $400M credit line for 
warehouse/distribution, light manufacturing and flex space industrial throughout Southern California. The 
buyer can be expected to shop its primary market ofLos Angeles,in addition to expanding footprints 
throughout San Diego and Ventura counties, plus the Inland Empire. The company, trading on theNYSE 
under REXR, doesn't plan to expand into new markets anytime soon. Dealmakers may encounter Clarion 
Partners, which likes the segment and can be expected to shop the Inland .Empire and greater Southern 
California, in addition to northern New Jersey and Pennsylvania for bulk warehouse/distribution and light 
industrial space. · · 

Other REITs are slow to start but could ratchet upacquisitions later this year. Terreno Realty nudges . 
$100M of buys with deals under contract in northern New Jersey. Dealmakers have acquired $73Mso far 
this year. EastGroup Properties, with $74M of acquisitions since January, will buy buildings and land to 
follow earlier deals in Dallas and Charlotte, N.C. · Continued on next page. 
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Crittenden Acquisitions Forecast 
Industrial 

Projected 
Buyer YTD 2013Acquisitlons 2013 Acquisitions Activity* 
Liberty Property Trust $1.5B $100M to $200M 
Industrial Income Trust $54 0M $425M 
Duke Realty $388M $300M-$SOOM 
The Blackstone Group . ·$241M $SOOM 
Prologis $127M (prorata $86M) · $600M(global) 
Bentall Kennedy $240M $SOOM+ 
Cabot Properties $100M $300M 
Hillwood Investment Properties $SSM $400M+ 
OCT Industrial Trust $193M. $200M 
STAG Industrial $181M $250M-$400M 

* Projections are based an earnings reports and individual interviews, 
as well as subjective editorial assumptions regarding anticipated future performance in the segment. 
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First Industrial Realty Trust expands a $600M-plus credit line that will fuel additional buys past a 
$20M purchase in Chicago earlier this year. The buyer scouts for warehouse/distribution and land buys in 
Southern California, the Midwest and South. 

AGGRESSIVE BUYERS LOOK FOR MORE HOTEL DEALS 

Hotel buyers will put out more cash by December, as more eager sellers recast pricing for assets. Big full
service buyers this year include Sunstone Hotel Investors, which could add another $200M of properties. 
Chesapeake Lodging Trust may surpass $400M of deal volume. Full- and limited-service buyer Apple 
REIT X could strike more than $500M of acquisitions. 

Sunstone Hotel Investors has acquired more than $300M since January- including purchases in Boston 
and New Orleans- and could finish an active year with $500M of full-service hotels. Chesapeake 
Lodging Trust, which has acquired $331M since January, may follow recent deals in New Orleans, New 
York City, San Francisco and Santa Barbara, Calif. 

Summit Hotel Properties has access to another $150M to $200M for buys but it has already spent 
$414.2M this year and may decide to hold onto the remaining cash. The buyer considers OP units 
capitalizing on underpriced asset to stock values. It plans additional sales of smaller properties likely to 
smaller regional and local investors applying a value-added strategy as it pursues approximately $20M of 
sales. 

Although it has yet to acquire a property this year, value-added buyer SoTHERL YHotels' eyes an initial 
entry into Houston- part of a plan to widen a southern footprint of upper-upscale and full-service keys. 
Dealmakers will shop primary and secondary markets for Crown, Hilton, Holiday Inn, Marriott and 
Sheraton flags which, based on its existing portfolio, could range from 150 to 350 keys. Execs will 
contend with larger buyers Noble Investment Group and RLJ Lodging Trust, also applying a repositioning 
strategy to upper upscale and upscale full-service keys in primary and secondary markets. RLJ Lodging 
Trust can be expected to easily acquire more than$200M this year, with urban, infill full-service 
properties nationwide. More deals should occur in Houston, San Francisco or Hawaii. 

LaSalle Hotel Investors will likely surpass $50M action in San Francisco with more purchases of full
service properties in primary markets. DeBartolo Development's diversification into hotels·- part of a 
likely $1 B acquisitions purse targeting multiple property types nationwide. In Hawaii and other primary 
markets, DeBartolo Development will encounter Host Hotels & Resorts. . Continued on next page 
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Host Hotels & Resorts could acquire more than $200M this year in primary markets, adding to a $140M 
buy in Hawaii earlier this year. Ashford Hospitality Trust, which could also scoutHawaii to 
complement a Florida resort, has acquired for almost $90M since January. . .·· · 

Chatham Lodging Trust searches for additional buys in the Northeast and beyond. The company plans. 
$125M-plus of additional acquisitions by October. ·nealmaker acquisitions in the. upscale, extended-stay 
market for value-added hotels will add to a $55M YTD acquisitions volume. Additional deals willoccut 
independently and through its two-year-old partnership with private equity company Cerberus Capital 
Management. The public REIT can be expected to shop for properties in urban, infill markets in the top 
25 metro areas. However, a push to enter new markets could augur additional action beyond plans in· 
Pittsburgh, where dealmakers bought a recently built downtownhotel. 

Hersha Hospitality Trust will expand limited-service footprints in California and Florida with newer. 
properties and dispose of older keys throughout its core Northeast market. Dealmakershave $100M of 
available cash, which, when combined with planned sales, should also fuel additional buys of upper- · · 
upscale, upscale, midscale and extended stay keys in: Los Angeles, Miami and South Florida. Such deals 
will add to $217M-plus ofYTD purchases in San Diego, Calif., Coconut Beach, Fla., and New York City. 

Supertel Hospitality can be expected to book more acquisitions and sales. The REIT uses cash from a 
$115M equity raise to expand a secondary and tertiary market portfolio of limited-service hotels. The 
buyer's plan to buy $40M-plus of assets in the North Carolina markets of Charlotte and Pine Knoll Shores, 
as well as Columbia, S.C. and Wytheville, Va., satisfies a strategy targeting select-service, upper-upscale 
and upscale hotels nationwide. It will also sell at least 20 properties in coming months. 

Nontraded Apple REIT X, with more than $300M of closed and pending acquisitions, should reach a 
$500M acquisitions goal for full- and limited-service and extended-stay hotels.in primary and.secondary 
markets. The nationwide buyer recently has been active in Arizona, Minnesota, Nebraska~ Oklahoma and 
Texas, for Hilton, Hampton Inn, Homewood and Courtyard by Marriott hotels. 

Throughout the U.S. and particularly in the Southeast, Extended Stay America/ESH Hospitality's 
$1OOM equity raise targets the midpriced extended stay market. Cash will be used for repositioning and 
sales will be considered; if the buyer books any new deals, they'll likely happen in top markets of 
California, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, North Carolina, Ohio, Texas and Virginia. 

DEALMAKER DATABANK 

APPLE REIT Cos./APPLE REIT TEN (hotel): 814 E. Main St. Richmond, VA 23219, Sam Reynolds, EVP, Director of 
Acquisitions/Dispositions and Portfolio Management, (804) 344-8121, fax: (804) 344-8129, sreynolds@app1ereit.com; 
Justin Knight, President, (804) 344-8121, fax: (804) 344-8129,jknight@applereit.com 

ASHFORD HOSPITALITY TRUST (hotel): Brian Hughes, SVP, Acquisitions and Sales, 14185 Dallas Pkwy~, Suite 
1100, Dallas, TX 75254, (972)778-9333, fax: (972) 980-2705 bhughes@ahtreit.com 

ASHLEY CAPITAL (industrial): 60 E. 42"d St., Suite 4530, New York, NY 10165, Lori Roth, VP, (212) 755"1900, fax: 
(212) 750-1850, lroth@ashleycapital.com; Paul Rubacha, Principal, (212) 755-1900, fax: (212}750-1850, 
prubacha@ashleycapital.com; Rick Morton, Principal, 2575 S. Haggerty Road, Suite 500, Canton, MI 48188, (734) 394-
1900, fax: (734) 394-1925, rmorton@ashleycapital.com 

BENT ALL KENNEDY (industrial): Paul Boneham, EVP, Head of Transactions; 2 N. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2150, 
Chicago, IL 60606, (312) 596-9122 or (312) BENT Suite Suite S u i t e  S u i t e  
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DEALMAKERDATABANK 
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DEAL~RDATABANK 
SUMMIT HOTEL PROPERTIES (hotel): Daniel P. Hansen. CEO and President, 12600 Hill Country Blvq., Suite R-100, 
Austin, TX 78738, (512) 538~2300, dhansen@shpreit.com · · · _ _ _· 
SoTHERL Y HOTELS (hotel): David R. Folsom; President, COO, 410 W. Francis St., Williamsburg, VA 23185, (757) 
229-5648 . . . . . 

STAG INDUSTRIAL (industrial): 99 High St., 28th Floor, Boston, MA 02110, Bradford Sweeney, SVP ;Acquisitions, 
(617) 226-4962 or (617) 574-4777, bsweeney@stagindustrial.com; Mike Chase, SVP, Acquisitions, (617}226-4958 or 
(617)574-4777; mchilse@stagindustrial.com · · 
SUNSTONE HOTEL INVESTORS (hotel): Robert Springer, SVP, Acquisitions, 120 Yantis, Suite 350,Aliso Viejo, CA 
92656, (949) 330-4000, rspringer@sunstonehotels.com · 
SUPERTEL HOSPITALITY (hotel): Judah P. Matthews, Director ofHotellnvestments, 1800W. Passwalk Ave., Suite 
200, Norfolk, NE 68701, (402) 371-2520 
TERRENO REALTY (industrial): Michael Coke, President, Andrew T: Burke, SVP, 101 Montgomery St., Suite200, Sail 
Francisco, CA 94108, (415) 655-4580, fax: (415) 655-4599 
VENT AS (senior housing): John Cobb, SVP, Chief Investment Officer, 353 N, Clark St., Suite 3300, Chicago, IL 60654, 
(312) 660-3800, jcobb@ventasreit.com 

BUYERS IN BRIEF •.• 

~ Cornerstone Real Estate Funds/Cornerstone Core Properties REIT's $100M target for 
assisted living, congregate care_retirement communities, skilled nursing and Alzheimer's! dementia care 
replaces a previous emphasis on industrial assets. Dealmakers want properties with more. than 40 units 
subject to triple-net leases with 15-plus years. Buying nationwide, Cornerstone Core Properties ismore 
focused on partnering with operators than on buying particular markets. The nontraded REIT, which owns 
assets in Illinois, Oregon, North Carolina and Texas, can be expected to consider acquisitions at 8%-plus 
cap rates based on 12 months ofNOI history. It is divesting a portfolio of coastal flex-space industrial 
assets. 

~ Nationwide 0&1 buyer Endurance Real Estate looks toward $50M of acquisitions during 20l4, 
underscoringa steadily increasing acquisitions appetite since 2012, when it acquired $16M of assets. · 
Dealmakers plan to buy an estimated $30M of properties by December. Expect a primary focus on 
Pennsylvania, its Interstate 81 corridor that extends from the northeastern to central part of the Keystone 
state, plus York, suburban Philadelphia and the Lehigh Valley. The value-added buyer shops for deals in. 
the $4M to $100M range. It is also keen on properties in Delaware, Maryland and New Jersey. 
Consistent with a value-added and opportunistic strategy, vacant to poorly leased buildings are on the 
shopping list. 

~ The Feil Organization looks to match 2013 acquisitions activity with $250M of buys during 
2014. The private investor will evaluate apartments, office, shopping centers and single~tenant retail in 
markets east of the Mississippi River- from Chicago to Boston, and New Orleans to Florida. 

~ Apartment buyer The Hayman Co. works on $11OM of acquisitions volume this year and eyes a 
handful of new market entries and reentries in the months ahead. Dealmakers anticipate $1OOM of 
acquisitions in 2014. Look for the private buyer's interest in 300+ unit Class B- to Class A~ complexes, 
for a light to moderate value-added strategy. Primary, secondary and exceptional tertiary markets are of 
interest, as dealmakers seek to enter Columbus, Ohio; Charlotte, N.C.; Raleigh, N.C.; and Nashville, Tenn. 
The company also searches Atlanta, Denver and Phoenix, as well as Austin and Houston, Texas. 
Acquisitions ranging from $20M to $100M per asset, at 5.5% to 6%-pluscaprates, will complement an 
existing portfolio of properties in Chicago, Dallas and San Antonio, Texas. 

~ Ashley Capital plans expansion into Tennessee by early 2014, if a proposed deal closes as 
anticipated. The warehouse/distribution acquisition will add to an industrial, office and land portfolio 
located in Georgia, Illinois, Michigan, New York, Virginia and Wisconsin .. _ Additional. value~added 
industrial transactions could propel the buyer into new markets, as dealmakers seek to acquire $10Mof 
assets by December. To justify new-market entries, VP Lori Roth and principals Rick Morton. and P~ul 
Rubacha, need at least 500,000 s.f. of warehouse and distribution assets-· · comprising a sirigle building · 
or a cluster of nearby properties. In familiar markets, properties measuring 250,000 s.f. or more are 
considered for the company's $500M-plus portfolio. Vacant buildings are also considered. 
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CASH AND CREDIT PROPEL SENIOR HOUSING BUYERS 

An apparent cap rate plateau will support big REIT plans to buy up more senior housing and medical 
office buildings. Insiders 

An apparent cap rate plateau will support big REIT plans to buy up mote senior housing and medical 
office buildings. Insiders see an end to falling cap rates, yet there's plenty of capital in the market chasing 
deals. Expect buyers to scout deals in the mid.,.6% to high-7% range in primary and secondary markets, 
respectively. 

HCP can be expected to tap $ L2B of credit and cash for additional senior housing and medical office 
building acquisitions by December. It has acquired more than $150M of U.S. assets since January; it is 
also active overseas. Additional purchases this year will broaden footprints beyond deals in Florida, 
Oregon and Wisconsin, plus a land play in Indiana. 

V entas this quarter could top $1 B in acquisitions ofstabilized senior housing and medical office. There's 
room for much more, however particularly if cap rates increase from first and second quarter averages of 
6.5%. In addition, the company boasts $1. 7B of available credit. The buyer is evaluating $400M of deal 
flow nationwide that could boost an estimated $600M ofYTD activity. 

Health Care REIT can be expected to advance acquisitions and sales in the U.S. and abroad. The 
investor, which has booked $3.9B of acquisitions since January, touts $3B-plus of credit and cash for 
additional senior housing and medical office building buys. In addition to Health Care REIT' s core U.S. 
markets of Boston, Los Angeles and New York, dealmakers will also pay closer attention to Dallas, 
Denver and Houston- where abundance of new construction and supply exists. The buyer expects to 
sell off another $166M of properties to meet a $500M dispositions goal for this year. 

Senior Housing Properties Trust will pursue additional acquisitions in and outside the senior housing 
segment while planning sales later this quarter. The investor has bought and contracted to acquire more 
than $175M of senior housing and medical office buildings, located in Georgia, Massachusetts, Tennessee 
and Washington. Dealmakers have $740M of credit for additional activity this year. It eyes cap rates in 
the mid- to high.,.7% range. 
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